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A sweet, queer teen romance perfect for fans of Fence
and Check, Please! Annie is a smart, antisocial lesbian
starting her senior year of high school who’s under
pressure to join the cheerleader squad to make friends
and round out her college applications. Her former friend
BeeBee is a people-pleaser—a trans girl who must keep
her parents happy with her grades and social life to keep
their support of her transition. Through the rigors of
squad training and amped up social pressures (not to
mention micro aggressions and other queer youth
problems), the two girls rekindle a friendship they
thought they’d lost and discover there may be other,
sweeter feelings springing up between them.
Every parent and teacher wants to see their children
make good choices, grow in wisdom, and learn how to
live a God-honoring life. But Christian parents know that
teaching good morals isn’t enough. Kids (and adults)
need gospel power in order to “wise up!” Christians
through the centuries have used the book of Proverbs to
teach children the godly wisdom needed to navigate their
everyday lives. Wise Up, by author and family pastor
Marty Machowski, is a two-part discipleship resource
geared to help children grown in the true wisdom that is
only found in Christ. Wise Up offers two separate
discipleship tools. The first product, a twelve-week
curriculum and companion music album is designed to
connect the teaching of Proverbs to God’s larger story
of salvation. Children will learn that Solomon’s wisdom,
life, and failures all point to “something greater than
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Solomon”—they point to Jesus. The goal of this
curriculum is to present the wisdom of Proverbs against
the backdrop of the gospel to show children that real
wisdom comes only as we depend on Jesus for daily
help and forgiveness. Each lesson includes Bible
reading, discussion questions, object lessons, a fun
activity, and songs for families from the Walking with the
Wise music CD by Sovereign Grace music. This
curriculum includes three learning levels—preschool and
kindergarten (ages 4–6), elementary (ages 6–9), and
middle school (ages 10–12). Also available in this series
is the companion family devotional, Wise Up: Ten-Minute
Family Devotions in Proverbs, which will help make
learning the truths of Proverbs fun and memorable for
the whole family. Each compact session features Bible
reading, discussion questions, a fun activity, and a song
to keep children engaged in making gospel-motivated
good choices. Each wisdom theme in Wise Up is
carefully and repeatedly connected to the good news of
Jesus’s life, death, resurrection, and coming return.
Wise Up moves families beyond the practical wisdom of
Proverbs to connect the teaching of Solomon to God’s
larger story of salvation.
A twelve-year-old boy, middle son in a wealthy, politically
and culturally prominent San Francisco family, watches
his city disappear in the earthquake and fires of 1906.
His father him that nothing has been lost that cannot be
swiftly and easily replaced. He quotes Virgil: “Nothing
unreal is allowed to survive.” The boy turns this stark
Stoic philosophical “consolation” into the radical theater
practices of the day, in the course of which he involves
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himself with radical labor struggles: anarchists,
Wobblies, socialists of every stripe. He learns that
politics is meta-acting, and he and his girlfriend—a
Connecticut mill girl who is on the verge of national
recognition as a spokesperson for workers—embark on a
speaking tour with a Midwestern anti-railroad, pro-farmer
group and take their political, philosophical, and artistic
ethos to the farthest limits of the real and the unreal,
where they find there is no useful distinction between the
two.
Want Wisdom, Wealth, Peace and Joy?...Wise Up! is a
heartfelt daily reflection on the entire book of Proverbs
that makes the deeper meaning of each proverb easy to
read and understand!
“The discourse of our common life inclines towards
despair. In my field of journalism, where we presume to
write the first draft of history, we summon our deepest
critical capacities for investigating what is inadequate,
corrupt, catastrophic, and failing. The ‘news’ is defined
as the extraordinary events of the day, but it is most
often translated as the extraordinarily terrible events of
the day. And in an immersive 24/7 news cycle, we
internalize the deluge of bad news as the norm—the real
truth of who we are and what we’re up against as a
species. But my work has shown me that spiritual
geniuses of the everyday are everywhere. They are in
the margins and do not have publicists. They are below
the radar, which is broken.” Peabody Award-winning
broadcaster and National Humanities Medalist Krista
Tippett has interviewed the most extraordinary voices
examining the great questions of meaning for our time.
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The heart of her work on her national public radio
program and podcast, On Being, has been to shine a
light on people whose insights kindle in us a sense of
wonder and courage. Scientists in a variety of fields;
theologians from an array of faiths; poets, activists, and
many others have all opened themselves up to Tippett's
compassionate yet searching conversation. In Becoming
Wise, Tippett distills the insights she has gleaned from
this luminous conversation in its many dimensions into a
coherent narrative journey, over time and from mind to
mind. The book is a master class in living, curated by
Tippett and accompanied by a delightfully ecumenical
dream team of teaching faculty. The open questions and
challenges of our time are intimate and civilizational all at
once, Tippett says – definitions of when life begins and
when death happens, of the meaning of community and
family and identity, of our relationships to technology and
through technology. The wisdom we seek emerges
through the raw materials of the everyday. And the
enduring question of what it means to be human has
now become inextricable from the question of who we
are to each other. This book offers a grounded and
fiercely hopeful vision of humanity for this century – of
personal growth but also renewed public life and human
spiritual evolution. It insists on the possibility of a
common life for this century marked by resilience and
redemption, with beauty as a core moral value and
civility and love as muscular practice. Krista Tippett's
great gift, in her work and in Becoming Wise, is to avoid
reductive simplifications but still find the golden threads
that weave people and ideas together into a shimmering
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braid. One powerful common denominator of the lessons
imparted to Tippett is the gift of presence, of the
exhilaration of engagement with life for its own sake, not
as a means to an end. But presence does not mean
passivity or acceptance of the status quo. Indeed Tippett
and her teachers are people whose work meets, and
often drives, powerful forces of change alive in the world
today. In the end, perhaps the greatest blessing
conveyed by the lessons of spiritual genius Tippett
harvests in Becoming Wise is the strength to meet the
world where it really is, and then to make it better.
Find out about the three little pigs who stand up to the
wolf and the princess who becomes a dog.
This motivational journal reading `Wise Up and Rise Up`
is perfect for anyone who is on a nofap and semen
retention journey, someone who is goal orientated or an
a entrepreneur.Document your progress to make sure
you are on track to achieve your goals for a better life
and become a better version of yourself.A special gift for
someone on their birthday or Christmas who just needs
that extra motivation and empowerment in their life to
make their dreams a reality.It's a great size to throw in
your purse or bag! SIZE: 6 X 9 PAPER: Lightly Lined on
White Paper PAGES: 110 Pages COVER: Soft Cover
(Matte)
Spotty the owl loves to play but when he is left in charge
of advising the forest animals who ask for his help, he
finds he also has a talent for dispensing wisdom.
Aug. 19 hearing was held in Atlanta, Ga.; Sept. 4-6
hearings were held in Kansas City, Mo., pt.1; Oct. 21-23
hearings were held in NYC, pt. 3; Appendix contains
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Government documents, photographs, and
correspondence related to surplus property disposal
problems (p. 3308-3474). Also includes State Dept
summary of air rights and air services agreements
between U.S. and foreign governments (p. 3335-3393),
pt.5.
Between the reality of being six weeks pregnant by a guy
she's dated for two months and the fantasy of pushing a
baby stroller down Columbus Avenue with a wedding
ring on her finger were a lot of possibilities for twentynine-year-old Manhattan publishing peon Sarah
Solomon. Will the baby's father run screaming for the
nearest subway…or pop the question? "He's going to
deny they ever had sex!" bets cynical sister Ally, an
uptown lawyer who catches her "perfect" husband
cheating…and happily retaliates on FindAMate.com. "He
might surprise everyone and propose," offers half sister
Zoe, a celebrated relationship guru who critiques dates
for a living but would have to rate her own love life a big
fat zero. "Huh?" asks their clueless father, too busy
planning his society wedding to trophy wife #3 to notice
what's up with his daughters. Until Sarah, Ally and Zoe
find themselves suddenly sharing a bedroom in his Park
Avenue penthouse…. And thanks to a little help from
each other and some unexpected allies, the Solomon
sisters are about to wise up in this heartwarming and
hilarious novel by Melissa Senate, author of See Jane
Date.
Loved and hated, visited and avoided, seemingly
everywhere yet endlessly the same, malls occupy a
special place in American life. What, then, is this
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invention that evokes such strong and contradictory
emotions in Americans? In many ways malls represent
the apotheosis of American consumerism, and this
synthetic and wide-ranging investigation is an eyepopping tour of American culture's values and beliefs.
Like your favorite mall, One Nation under Goods is a
browser's paradise, and in order to understand America's
culture of consumption you need to make a trip to the
mall with Farrell. This lively, fast-paced history of the
hidden secrets of the shopping mall explains how retail
designers make shopping and goods “irresistible.”
Architects, chain stores, and mall owners relax and
beguile us into shopping through water fountains, ficus
trees, mirrors, and covert security cameras. From food
courts and fountains to Santa and security, Farrell
explains how malls control their patrons and convince us
that shopping is always an enjoyable activity. And most
importantly, One Nation Under Goods shows why the
mall's ultimate promise of happiness through
consumption is largely an illusion. It's all here—for one
low price, of course.
Wise Up10-Minute Family Devotions in ProverbsNew
Growth Press
This book, by two editors of Data Wise: A Step-by-Step
Guide to Using Assessment Results to Improve
Teaching and Learning, attempts to bring about a
fundamental shift in how educators think about the
meetings we attend. They make the case that these
gatherings are potentially the most important venue
where adult and organizational learning can take place in
schools, and that making more effective use of this time
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is the key to increasing student achievement. In Meeting
Wise, the authors show why meeting planning is a highleverage strategy for changing how people work together
in the service of school improvement. To this end, they
have created a meeting-planning “checklist” to develop
a common language for discussing and improving the
quality of meetings. In addition, they provide guidelines
for readers on “wise facilitating” and “wise
participating,” and also include “top tips” and common
dilemmas. Simple, succinct, and practical, Meeting Wise
is designed to be read and applied at every level of the
educational enterprise: district leadership meetings with
central office staff, charter-school management summits,
principals’ meetings with teachers, professional
development sessions, teacher-team meetings, and
even teachers’ meetings with parents and students.
This book provides in-depth analysis of the words,
music, and recordings of Elvis Costello, one of the most
enigmatic, eclectic, and critically acclaimed singersongwriters of the rock era. • Provides expert analysis of
the words and music of Elvis Costello within a cultural
context that will benefit readers interested in popular
music as well as popular music scholars and serious
fans of Elvis Costello • Explains the uniquely British
aspects of Costello's work and illuminates the role that
Costello's Irish-Catholic heritage plays in his work •
Places Costello's work within the context of
postmodernism • Provides in-depth analysis of Costello's
approach to musical form—an approach that is highly
unusual among rock musicians
A former FBI agent shares his simple but powerful toolkit
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for assessing who you can trust--and who you can't.
After two decades as a behavior analyst in the FBI,
Robin Dreeke knows a thing or two about sizing people
up. He's navigated complex situations that range from
handling Russian spies to navigating the internal politics
at the Bureau. Through that experience, he was forced to
develop a knack for reading people--their intentions, their
capabilities, their desires and their fears. Dreeke's first
book, It's Not All About "Me," has become a cult favorite
with readers seeking to build quick rapport with others.
His last book, The Code of Trust, was about how to
inspire trust in others as a leader. In Sizing People Up,
Dreeke shares his simple, six-step system that helps you
predict anyone's future behavior based on their words,
goals, patterns of action, and the situation at hand.
Predicting the behavior of others is an urgent need for
anyone whose work involves relationships with others,
whether it's leading an organization, collaborating with a
teammate, or closing a sale. But predictability is not as
simple as good and evil, or truth and fiction. Allies might
make a promise with every intention of keeping it, not
realizing that they will be unable to do so due to some
personal shortcoming. And those seeking to thwart your
endeavor may not realize how reliable their malevolent
tells have become. Dreeke's system is simple, but
powerful. For instance, a colleague might have a strong
moral code, but do they believe your relationship will be
long-term? Even the most upstanding person can betray
your trust if they don't see themselves tied to you or your
desired result in the long term. How can you determine
whether someone has both the skill and will to do what
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they've said they're going to do? Behaviors as subtle as
how they take notes will reveal their reliability. Using this
book as their manual, readers will be able to quickly and
easily determine who they can trust and who they can't;
who is likely to deliver on promises and who will
disappoint; and when a person is vested in your success
vs when they are actively plotting your demise. With this
knowledge they can confidently embark on anything from
a business venture to a romantic relationship to a covert
operation without the stress of the unknown.
Since his explosive debut with the indie sensation Hard
Eight , Paul Thomas Anderson has established himself
as one of contemporary cinema's most exciting artists.
His 2002 feature Punch-Drunk Love radically reimagined
the romantic comedy. Critics hailed There Will Be Blood
as a key film of the new millennium. In The Master ,
Anderson jarred audiences with dreamy amorphousness
and a departure from conventional story mechanics.
Acclaimed film scholar and screenwriter George Toles
approaches these three films in particular, and
Anderson's oeuvre in general, with a focus on the role of
emergence and the production of the unaccountable.
Anderson, Toles shows, is an artist obsessed with
history, workplaces, and environments but also intrigued
by spaces as projections of the people who dwell within.
Toles follows Anderson from the open narratives of
Boogie Nights and Magnolia through the pivot that led to
his more recent films, Janus-faced masterpieces that
orbit around isolated central characters--and advance
Anderson's journey into allegory and myth. Blending
penetrative analysis with a deep knowledge of filmic
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storytelling, Paul Thomas Anderson tours an important
filmmaker's ever-deepening landscape of disconnection.
Baltimore mobster Charlie Wilhelm reveals in his own
words the details of hiswild life in crime and his
desperate struggle for redemption.of shocking photos.
Original.
As the oldest daughter of a Hollywood motion picture
writer and a mother who struggled with alcoholism,
Susan Wise O'Hearn writes with candor and insight
about her youth, family history, and Protestant and
Jewish heritage. Family notables include a songwriter
uncle and a great-grandfather who amassed a fortune in
the New York tobacco distribution business-money that
helped a grandson start Random House Books. Stories
of humor, resilience, and adventures shared with a
younger sister soften the shadow cast by her parents'
volatile marriage. A look back at childhood friends,
homes, and neighborhoods presents a snapshot of a
young girl living a not-so-ordinary life. Growing Up Wise
is a remarkable memoir that captures the essence of
coming of age in Los Angeles during the 1940s and
1950s.
Wise Up! invites the reader to step up to the divine
customer service desk and exchange self-sufficiency,
self-absorption, self-indulgence, and self-protection for
the four virtues of biblical wisdom: the fear of the Lord
(faith), the listening heart (compassion), the cool spirit
(self-discipline), and the subversive voice (moral
courage). An invaluable resource for personal devotion,
small group study, and sermon series, Wise Up! is a
spiritual manual for navigating the twists and turns of an
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unpredictable life. The author mines the riches of the
Bible’s wisdom literature from Proverbs, Job,
Ecclesiastes, and the short sayings of the synoptic
Jesus. The result is four guiding virtues that can keep
our feet from stumbling on the journey to wisdom through
the thorniest of paths. McKenzie, the author of several
popular books for both clergy and laity, places her
profound knowledge of biblical wisdom in conversation
with the absurdities, pains, and joys of our everyday
lives. She invites wisdom down from the pedestal to
accompany the reader on his or her daily rounds.
Reading this book, at the same time, soothes the soul
and troubles the conscience. It deepens faith, fires
compassion, cools destructive desires, and nudges the
sleeping conscience awake.
This book will make better investors of people who have
a lot, a little or absolutely no experience in the stock
market, but want to use their intelligence, common
sense, and knowledge and curiosity about the world to
make better and more profitable investment decisions.
There is no simple formula for successful investing.
Successful investing is part common sense, hard work,
knowledge, and art form. Hopefully what follows will
impart some of these qualities to those who read it.
Although I am a professional investor, I wrote this book
in an easy to understand style. As my college professors
can attest, I was a poor student of finance and
accounting-I found the subjects extremely boring. Once
in the working world, though, I discovered that finance
was exciting and dynamic. However, having been
through the drudgery of textbook and classroom
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learning, I wanted to write a book for others that would
make finance and investing easy to understand,
interesting, useful, and relevant. This book will primarily
address the skills and knowledge needed to successfully
invest in publicly traded stocks, but some of the topics
discussed will also aid the reader in evaluating
investments in other asset types, such as real estate,
private businesses, and fixed income instruments, such
as bonds.
Confused? Wise Up! Frustrated? Wise Up! Don't know
what to do? No matter you are facing in life, Proverbs
offers practical solutions to teach you how to live. This
short book looks at twelve key topics from Proverbs and
explores how they can be applied to life in the twentyfirst century. Cutting edge scientific research is used to
illustrate the age-old wisdom of the Bible. In addition to a
great personal read, this book can also be used as a
study for small groups.
When Alex falls for Amy's flattery, Sky and Carrie try to
convince her that she can't be trusted.
The Solomon sisters are all totally different and are
dealing with their own life issues, but have found
themselves living under one roof after too many years.
Thanks to a little help from each other--and some
unexpected allies--the Solomon sisters are about to wise
up.
Wise Up: How to be fearless and fulfilled in midlife is a
self-help book for people in midlife - the 40 to 60-year-old
age group. It focuses on attitude - you're only as old as
you think. Lindsey Dawson contends that the way we
want to be through midlife is: * Fearless - includes tales
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of people who've overcome insecurities and self-doubt to
find new strength * Fulfilled - the search for life purpose
and how people are actually doing it * Relevant acknowledging what you do know as well as learning
new things * Sexy - midlifers' experiences of sex reveal
its affirming power, and also to reassure that going
without is OK too * Wise - the compensations of
swapping youth for the rewards of becoming a wise old
head or authority figure * Organised - getting your
financial, legal and other nitty-gritty things in order * Fit the plusses that come from toning up, laughing much
and feeling good about yourself * Content - finding the
place where you can say to yourself that life is really
good
This informative guide helps readers combine their love of
movies with their desire to grow closer to God. Foremost
experts on faith and film, all connected with the Reel
Spirituality Institute at Fuller Seminary, explore forty leading
movies from the last four decades to encourage movie lovers
and small groups to reflect critically and theologically on their
film choices. God in the Movies introduces and analyzes the
spiritual content of top films from the 1980s through the
2010s, opening viewers up to a conversation about life, faith,
and God. Following a format similar to Barsotti and
Johnston's successful Finding God in the Movies, this
completely new book covers different films spanning four
decades. This engaging resource contains production notes
and film synopses, relevant Scripture texts, theological
reflection, discussion questions, film stills, recommended film
clips, and more, serving as a treasure chest for hours of film
viewing, discussion, and ministry. Clips from the movies
referenced in each chapter are available online.
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From his film festival debut Hard Eight to ambitious studio
epics Boogie Nights, Magnolia, and There Will Be Blood, Paul
Thomas Anderson’s unique cinematic vision focuses on
postmodern excess and media culture. In Blossoms and
Blood, Jason Sperb studies the filmmaker’s evolving
aesthetic and its historical context to argue that Anderson’s
films create new, often ambivalent, narratives of American
identity in a media-saturated world. Blossoms and Blood
explores Anderson’s films in relation to the aesthetic and
economic shifts within the film industry and to America’s
changing social and political sensibilities since the mid-1990s.
Sperb provides an auteur study with important implications for
film history, media studies, cultural studies, and gender
studies. He charts major themes in Anderson’s work, such as
stardom, self-reflexivity, and masculinity and shows how they
are indicative of trends in late twentieth-century American
culture. One of the first books to focus on Anderson’s work,
Blossoms and Blood reveals the development of an understudied filmmaker attuned to the contradictions of a
postmodern media culture.
From Beau Wise and Tom Sileo comes Three Wise Men, an
incredible memoir of family, service and sacrifice by a Marine
who lost both his brothers in combat--becoming the only
"Sole Survivor" during the war in Afghanistan. Shortly after
the 9/11 attacks, three brothers by blood became brothers in
arms when each volunteered to defend their country. No
military family has sacrificed more during the ensuing war,
which has become the longest ever fought by America’s
armed forces. While serving in Afghanistan, US Navy SEAL
veteran and CIA contractor Jeremy Wise was killed in an al
Qaeda suicide bombing that devastated the US intelligence
community. Less than three years later, US Army Green
Beret sniper Ben Wise was fatally wounded after volunteering
for a dangerous assignment during a firefight with the
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Taliban. Ben was posthumously awarded the Silver Star,
while Jeremy received the Intelligence Star—one of the rarest
awards bestowed by the U.S. government—and also a star on
the CIA’s Memorial Wall. United States Marine Corps combat
veteran Beau Wise is the only known American service
member to be pulled from the battlefield after losing two
brothers in Afghanistan. Told in Beau’s voice, Three Wise
Men is an American family’s historic true story of service and
sacrifice.
Teaches students about God through the stories and
activities centered around the lives of major Bible characters.
Designed to challenge the student's heart and his head.
This exhilarating tale of natural history illuminates the
evolution of matter, life, and consciousness. In Everybody’s
Story, Loyal Rue finds the means for global solidarity and
cooperation in the shared story of humanity.
This unique book provides the reader with a mini-library of
over one hundred readings containing: --both classic and
contemporary readings--international contributors--material
drawn from books and journalsAn essential reference
resource in its own right, Readings for Reflective Teaching
also contains numerous cross-references to Andrew Pollards
Reflective Teaching.
A lush, feminist re-imagining on what happened to Wendy
after Neverland, for fans of Circe and The Mere Wife. Find the
second star from the right, and fly straight on ’til morning, all
the way to Neverland, a children’s paradise with no rules, no
adults, only endless adventure and enchanted forests – all led
by the charismatic boy who will never grow old. But Wendy
Darling grew up. She has a husband and a young daughter
called Jane, a life in London. But one night, after all these
years, Peter Pan returns. Wendy finds him outside her
daughter’s window, looking to claim a new mother for his
Lost Boys. But instead of Wendy, he takes Jane. Now a
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grown woman, a mother, a patient and a survivor, Wendy
must follow Peter back to Neverland to rescue her daughter
and finally face the darkness at the heart of the island…
Guides the serious Christian moviegoer into theological
conversation with the movies. This second edition cites an
additional 200 movies and includes new film photos.
This ABC jive shoots straight to the big-time killers--AIDS,
BOOZE, CRACK COCAINE. They are snakes seducing our
brothers and sisters to destruction, squeezing life out of the
young and old, the rich and poor, the beautiful and ugly, the
educated and ignorant.Anyone and everyone can play the
ABC game, but no one ever wins. So why be a sucker?Join
one mean Black Queen from Los Angeles as she pulls your
coat in her entertaining but convincing style to wise up and to
wise up now!
"Who's got your back when insurance matters? The authors
of this book. The inside scoop on protecting your assets.
Things you need to know that your insurance company won't
tell you. Money-saving tips."--Back cover.
While most of her peers were obsessed with their iPhones,
Instagramming and Snapchatting their lives, and glued to
streaming TV, 19-year-old Amy Crouch was growing up with
minimal technology. In My Tech-Wise Life, she and her
father, Andy Crouch, share how intentional and controlled use
of modern devices, apps, and services has helped her avoid
many of the negative experiences of her peers and cultivate
positive experiences interacting with the real world. With
writing that connects on a teen-to-teen level, Amy and Andy
unpack tech temptations--such as the temptation to distract
ourselves from any potentially boring or awkward situation, or
to stay up-to-date with every notification and trend--and then
offer antidotes that lead to more patience, wisdom, honesty,
and wonder in life. If you're in high school or college and
devices and social media are affecting your friendships and
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family life, your sense of self-worth, or even how well you
think you know yourself, this book will help you reevaluate
your relationship with technology--and renew your
relationship with the world around you.
From the author of the bestselling 'Hare Brain, Tortoise Mind',
comes a breakthrough book on the future of learning. The
new sciences of brain and mind are revealing that everyone
has the capacity to become a powerful, lifelong learner. We
can all learn how to learn; it has little to do with conventional
intelligence or educational success. Guy Claxton teaches us
how to raise children who are curious and confident
explorers, and how we ourselves can learn to pair problemsolving with creativity. 'Wise-Up' is essential and compelling
reading for parents, educators and managers alike. Guy
Claxton is Visiting Professor in Psychology and Education,
and Director of the Research Programme on Culture and
Learning in Organisations (CLIO), at the University of Bristol.
He is the author of thirteen published books.
In Wise Up, Karen Duffy shares wryly funny and
heartwarming lessons on life, motherhood, and python
attacks From becoming an iconic MTV VJ to starring in Dumb
and Dumber to being diagnosed with a life-threatening
disease, Karen Duffy has been through a lot. But it was only
when she became a mother that she realized she had some
pretty solid life lessons to pass down. In her new book, she
offers advice on building a friend group that is weasel free,
finding the love of your life, and determining how much to
duke the waiter (as with everything--be generous!). With dry
humor and maternal warmth, she shows how we all can learn
from unexpected philosophers, even from Bulgarian dancing
bears. There are times in life when we should turn to the
wisdom of great thinkers. And there are times when you need
the kind of enlightenment that only a former Coney Island
Mermaid Queen can give. Wise Up offers wisecracks--and
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some profound insights--in a unique book of parental
inspiration.
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